
This week our core text will be ‘A Squash and A Squeeze’  

by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler.  

We will be working on reading activities this week with Mrs Palmer in preparation for  

some writing activities next week with Mrs Johnstone. 

 

Objectives – Reading Group 1 

Children can hear rhyme and generate some of their own rhyming words 

Enjoys a range of stories 

The children can identify the problem in the story 

Children talk about new vocabulary 

 

Day Activities Resources/Links 

Monday Today Mrs Palmer will read the story to you. We 

would like you to think about the problem in the 

story. Can you answer these questions… 

What is the problem? Can you explain it in full 

sentences? (The old lady thinks her house is too 

small 

Who are the characters in the story? How many 

characters are there? 

 

See Mrs Palmers story read day 1 – today she will 

just read the story 



Tuesday Listen to the story read by Mrs Palmer again 

Can you draw the characters and perhaps make 

them into puppets. 

Think about some of the words that Mrs Palmer 

talked about 

Larder 

Jig 

Curious 

Implore 

Shoved 

Grumble and grouse 

See Mrs Palmers story read day 2 – Today she 

will explain the meaning of some of the words 

   

Wednesday Listen to the story read by Mrs Palmer – read 3. 

Think about some of the phrases that were 

repeated in the story – can you say them and repeat 

them after Mrs Palmer? 

Can you find the lines which rhyme – which words 

rhyme? There are lots and lots of them. 

Perhaps you can think of some other words that 

rhyme. 

Mrs Palmers Story read day 3 

Thursday How does the old man solve the problem for the old 

lady? 

What did the old lady do first? 

What did she do next? 

What did she have to do to make her house feel 

bigger? 

Why does she now think her house is enormous? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkdX73Onf04 

 

Above is a link to the story on You Tube if you 

would like to go through it again and see the 

pictures a little more clearly. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkdX73Onf04


Look at the last page, what do you think the animals 

might have been saying? 

Below is a worksheet for you to do. 

Can you look at the pictures of the animals and the 

words and match them up – you can either draw lines 

or cut them out and play a matching game. 

Friday Can you tell the story in your own words? 

Can you act out the story with the puppets you have 

made? 

Use the house that you built to play ‘A squash and a 

Squeeze’ 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Phonics Lessons – These lessons are provided by Read Write Inc (RWI) They will be invaluable in demonstrating to you 

exactly how we teach the sounds and lessons. 

This week and next we will be completing our speed set 1 sounds, do revise them even if you think your children know them, 

it will help to embed their learning fully. Each day choose a Fred game to play, don’t worry about playing the same ones over 

and over this repetition helps with learning. 

Phonics Objectives To hear and say initial sounds in words 

To segment sounds in simple words – cvc words (consonant-vowel-consonant words, e.g 

c-a-t) 

To revise all sounds learned so far 

To practise reading and writing the new sounds – w, th,z,ng 

Monday https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/x6xmUyiz/ZHnOk0Nt 

 

learning to blend 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0Q6uYA1Y/fjTraaom 

 

 

Tuesday https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/7HEnsE5C/OBxrOpe3 

 

learning to blend 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0Q6uYA1Y/fjTraaom 

 

 

Wednesday https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/8fivfY68/6HghWmKr 

 

learning to blend 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/x6xmUyiz/ZHnOk0Nt
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0Q6uYA1Y/fjTraaom
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/7HEnsE5C/OBxrOpe3
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0Q6uYA1Y/fjTraaom
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/8fivfY68/6HghWmKr


https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0Q6uYA1Y/fjTraaom 

 

 

Thursday https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/ZlHqHsdx/UaUesQDc 

 

learning to blend 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0Q6uYA1Y/fjTraaom 

 

 

Friday Practise saying, reading , finding objects that begin with the focus sound from this 

week. 

Remember you still have your green book to remind you of the sounds we have already 

learned. 

 
 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0Q6uYA1Y/fjTraaom
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/ZlHqHsdx/UaUesQDc
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0Q6uYA1Y/fjTraaom


 


